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Mission

Founders of Rudozem Street Dog

Rudozem Street Dog Rescue
is a Non-Profit foundation that
rescues street dogs in
Bulgaria and finds them
loving homes.

Our mission is to raise
enough funds to build a

Diane Rowles

dog shelter so we can save
many more street dogs,
start a neuter / spay programme,
and integrate education on

Rudozem Street Dog Rescue

Animal Welfare to the

Registered Foundation No: 175647065
Website: www.streetdogrescue.com
Email: streetdogrescue@gmail.com

local community.

Rudozem Branch Address:
Diane and Tony Rowles,
12 Minen Technikum,
Rudozem,
obn Smolian,
Bulgaria, 4960

Important Note:
For Postal Address please view
page 23 for Customs information
on sending parcels to Bulgaria.

Tony Rowles

"Although we never intended to be rescuing street dogs when we
moved to Bulgaria, we couldn't ignore their plight.
Now that we have started, it is a lifetime
commitment.
There are times when it is heartbreaking but we could never leave
what we have started otherwise there would be no one to care
about and fight for these dogs.”
Diane Rowles

Background History
In August 2007, an English family, Diane and Tony Rowles and their 4 children, moved to
Rudozem, Bulgaria from the United Kingdom. The family was shocked by the locals
abuse towards street dogs in Bulgaria. Dogs are spat on, kicked, shot or have stones
thrown at them. The family started to feed the dogs on the streets out of their own money. With the continuing number of street dogs needing to be fed on the streets, the family registered a foundation, Rudozem Street Dog Rescue known also as RSDR, in March
2009. Foundation No. 175647065.
Since March 2009, RSDR have taken over a hundred and twenty (120) dogs and puppies
off the streets of Rudozem. Over one hundred (100) of these dogs have been adopted
and are living as family pets in Holland and Germany. In September 2010, one of our
rescue dogs flew to New York. RSDR have achieved this purely through private donations through our many supporters all over the world.
Every few months our dogs are transported from Bulgaria to Holland to their new homes
by a company called Pet Chauffeurs. We currently fundraise online through social applications such as facebook, and other social networks, and receive donations from private
individuals. We have a sponsor a dog program, where people can help feed one of our
dogs by sponsoring them for 10 euros a month.
RSDR UK is a new support branch that has been set up in the United Kingdom with the
sole aim to support Rudozem Street Dog Rescue in Bulgaria and will soon become a
registered charity in the UK.
There is so much more that RSDR could be doing if they have land and premises to use as
a shelter/clinic. Whilst removing dogs from the streets, it is still not solving the issue of
the dogs being born in the first place. RSDR aim once to have premises start a neuter
and release scheme. Dogs will be sterilized, vaccinated against rabies, ear tagged and
then returned to where they were found. As well as this RSDR hope to be able to offer a
free neutering scheme for people who want to have their own dogs sterilized. RSDR will
continue with the adoption scheme and find homes for suitable dogs whenever possible
and integrate education on Animal Welfare to the community.

The situation of animals in Rudozem
There are many street dogs and street cats in the area of Rudozem. Many of them are
starving and hungry, have horrible skin conditions and are abused by the local community.
Many puppies are born on the streets and are left to survive and in the winter months they
usually freeze to death.
The majority of the street dogs are not dangerous. Many of them are terrified of people
and would not go near them. Most of the time, if a human went near a street dog, they
would most likely run away. The dogs are extremely wary of people, not used to human
contact and are scared you are going to hurt them. It takes many weeks and months to
gain the trust of these animals.
A lot of the community are not educated on Animal Welfare and have been brought up to
fear street dogs and treat them like vermin. You will see many people throw stones at the
dogs, kick them, beat them with sticks, or even shoot them. It is no wonder the dogs are
so scared of mankind. They have not been treated kindly.
Attitudes in Rudozem are very lax when it comes to street dogs and many people are not
considerate of them. One such incident in the town centre in Rudozem, RSDR were trying to catch 2 street pups nearby a café. There would have been at least 30 people outside
the café watching RSDR try to catch the pups, and they were laughing because the pups
were so terrified. There was not one offer of help to catch the pups, and the animals were
considered as vermin.
Having said that, since being a registered foundation since March 2009, attitudes have
slowly changed, with people now instead of dumping puppies in the landfill or town centre, they have started dumping puppies outside the house in boxes or they bring them to us
instead of shooting them.
RSDR are hopeful, the longer they remain in Rudozem, the better off street dogs will be
with changing attitudes in people.

Ranger - First Rescue
Ranger was one of the many hungry and abused street dogs in Bulgaria. At some stage in his life,
he had received a horrific head injury which has left him with an odd shaped skull and his face is
paralysed down one side. My youngest son, Luke would see him when he went to the town centre.
He told me about the dog and how he had been told by his friends that someone had caused the
dogs head injury by hitting him over the head with a large stone. The dog was very wary and
would have nothing to do with people. Luke was told to keep away from him in case he got bitten.
However he carried on talking to the dog and throwing him bits of food and before long, the dog
was following him everywhere and waiting outside all night for him, sometimes in the pouring rain.
We told Luke not to encourage him as there would be fighting with our other dogs but despite trying to send him away, he would not go. Neighbours were not happy about a street dog hanging about. Many times, old ladies would beat him
badly with large sticks, children would throw stones at him and shoot him with air rifles. One day, children were being cruel to him and he turned
and jumped at one of them. Although she wasn’t bitten, the girl was shocked and her father came after Ranger with a shotgun, firing it at him outside the house while Liam and Luke were trying to get him in the garden. The police then came to the house and we explained that he wasn’t our
dog, he was a street dog, but if people weren’t cruel to him, there wasn’t a problem. We were still told that if we didn’t keep him on a chain, we
would have to take him to be put down. We tried to keep him on a chain but because of his odd shaped head, he could slip a collar.
One day he escaped for no longer than five minutes. He had a run about with Liam and Luke trying to catch him then ran straight back. He never
bothered anyone. Minutes later, I saw a man at the gate and went out to see what he wanted. He started shouting and waving a handgun at me .
At this point I just wanted to be back in the UK where people couldn’t get away with such cruelty or wave a handgun at a woman.
The police told us it would be best if Ranger was put to sleep. As we had just recently moved there, we were slightly intimidated and never
thought to question the legal rights of it all. The police told my husband Tony to take the dog to a town 25kms away, meet the guy, pay him and
Ranger would be put down. Tony took Ranger to be put down. We were all heartbroken, especially Luke who blamed himself for making friends
with the dog in the first place. Four nights later, I couldn’t sleep. I kept thinking Ranger is somehow alive and trying to find his way back. The next
morning, there he was at the doorstep, hungry and exhausted. . We realised after Ranger came back the whole thing wasn’t quite right and no
way would we let him go again without a battle. We never found out what happened to him in those few days and didn’t pursue it. My guess is
that instead of putting him down, the guy sold him as a guard dog and he escaped.
Despite being locked up, Ranger came back to where he would be fed and cared for and to a young boy who probably showed him the first bit of
kindness in his life.

Leaving Bulgaria

Every few months our dogs are transported from Bulgaria to Holland to
meet their new adopted families. Our dogs travel with a DEFRA registered Pet travel company called Pet Chauffeurs who ensure the safety
and arrival of all our dogs to Holland. The travel company meets with
our Holland Adoption team and the dogs new owners.
Our transport costs of one (1) trip of approximately € 2,713 must be
paid in advance to the transport company. (Exact price depends on currency conversion). The new DEFRA ruling states that only 5 animals can
travel for each person travelling with them. With 10 animals travelling
the adoption fees still leave us with 463 euros to put towards the travel.
This has to come out of the charity funds. If less than 10 animals travel
or some are going to be fostered, then obviously the difference we have
to make up is greater.

Arrival in Holland
Our Holland Adoption Team works hard to organise adoptions for our dogs and
Meets the adopted dog owners at the time of transport.

Wolfy
8 October 2008, One day, while in the town centre, we spotted a
very thin, frightened dog, cowering on a grass verge away from
other dogs and people. I slowly approached the dog and held my
hand out to it. It broke my heart to see the poor thing wince and
cower even further. After a few minutes though, he had his head
in my arms.
I could feel every one of his ribs and backbones. Later that night, I
just couldn't stop thinking about him.
At 12:00pm I decided I had to try and find him again. Kerry came
with me and we found him at 2:00am. We gave him some food
with the intention of checking and feeding him every day. Sadly,
we were unable to find him for several days and then my youngest
son spotted him and stayed with him until we could go and get him in the van.
We brought him straight home. He was so weak that his legs kept giving way on him. We fed him, wormed him and
treated him for fleas and over the next few days, introduced him to the other dogs and cats.
He is very Wolf looking, hence the name Wolfy and his behaviour was unlike most domestic dogs or even street dogs.
He has now been with us for just over 3 weeks. Since he has shed his coat it is clear to see just how thin he is despite
3 weeks of feeding. At least now, he doesn't cower, he pushes for a fuss and has the strength to run and play with
the other dogs, without collapsing. It is usually me or Kerry that he comes to all the time for cuddles and yet he must
regard Tony as the pack leader as when Tony goes anywhere, he gets very agitated and cries until he returns. I am
sure he will continue to do well and put on weight.
Update 2009 - Wolfy has now been adopted in Holland. He has changed into such a beautiful dog and now has a
loving family and his own doggy pal.

PROJECTS - Raise money for Dog Shelter
For the last 2 years we had been trying to raise enough funds for a dog shelter / clinic to save
the many dogs in the Rudozem area. We had made numerous appeals to the mayor and the
municipality but had been told that they cannot help. Since early 2010, we started looking for
plots of land that might be suitable for a dog shelter / clinic.
In October 2010 we found a plot of land with an existing building. Although the building
needed some work, it was an ideal place for the shelter/clinic. The land was about a 20 min
drive from Rudozem and not in a residential area. We were told the owners wanted 75,000
leva (approx. 38,000 euros). We had looked at numerous plots and found many were unsuitable, with no road access, no electricity or water access, and asking prices for anywhere from
30,000 euros to 50,000 euros for the land only. The plot found with the existing building was
a bargain price, one that we could not afford to lose.
Previously we had been working from our own family home and had up to 60 dogs and 6 cats.
We also had complaints from neighbours in the past year about the noise level from the dogs.
There was the constant worry that we could have been asked, to get rid of the dogs at any
time, and the dogs sent to a Dog Isolator. This is the last thing we would want to have happen
- as the Dog Isolators are places of torture.
A worldwide appeal for donations for the dog shelter / clinic through our website, facebook
and other social applications was implemented and we received numerous support and
kind donations from persons all across the world who helped fundraise to achieve our
target goal. We raised a total figure of 42,150.55 for the purchase of the land /building which
will become the shelter/clinic for RSDR. The contracts were signed on the 22 December
2010. Our heartfelt thanks go out to everyone who helped to make this happen.

APPEAL FOR RENOVATIONS
We have a lot of work and renovations to carry out before the building
can be used for the intended purpose. Work will have to be done in stages as and when we have the funds and in order of priority. The existing
fence has holes in it, and is not very high. We need to replace this with
security fencing and get doors in the front part of the building which is
open. At least then the place will be secure. We also need to make it fit
for someone to be able to stay over night for security reasons. At the moment there is no boiler for hot water and no heating. Repairs will have to
be carried out on the roof and we will need a builder to work out the
drainage system, plumbing and electrics. Once the basics have been covered and we can start separating the building into different areas, the priority will be the clinic and isolation/quarantine area. At least then we will
have somewhere for volunteer vets to work from and can offer free neuter/spay and where appropriate carry out neuter/release. The quarantine
pens can be used for recovery until such time as we are able to build
more pens. Hopefully in the near future, we will be able to accommodate volunteers who can help with work that needs to be done including
general repairs to walls, replacing windows etc.
We need this shelter / clinic so we are able to help more dogs and start a
neuter / spay scheme with volunteer vets. Please can you help us to
make this possible by going to the donate page on our website.

PROJECTS - Proposed site for Dog Shelter in Rudozem

Matty
We were horrified when Luke came home one day and showed us pictures he had
taken of a dog with an extremely matted coat. He had been unable to approach
the dog as it was growling and went off in the other direction. We went out several times a day to try and find him. Weeks later, Tony and the boys did find him but
the dog hid under a van.
At any approach he would growl and threaten them. He did seem less threatened
by females and after days of me patiently sitting on the road trying to coax him
with food, we were able to catch him and bring him home.
Matty was extremely aggressive and untrusting. It was quite a struggle to get his
coat clipped. The poor dog was in so much pain as his legs were all matted together and all his claws were over grown.
Matty decided that he likes and trusts two human beings but anyone else, he will bite. Even family members that he
sees every day, cannot touch him. We since found out that he spent 6 months at the isolator (shelter) in Smolian before
somehow finding himself on the streets of Rudozem.
I visited the isolator and was shown the “cell” where Matty was kept. It was a small concrete pen with nothing at all to
lie on. The pens are hosed down with cold water with the dogs still in them. The dogs do not get out and are fed on
bones and if they are lucky they get a stock cube in some water. Matty was castrated whilst at the isolator. It is little
wonder that he doesn’t trust people as we have heard reports of the dogs being castrated whilst still awake.
To this day we do not know how he survived his time at the isolator, we are just glad that he did and that he is safe and
loved for the rest of his days.

RSDR Year of Numbers
Since March 2009 to 31 December 2010
180 Dogs rescued from the streets
10 Cats rescued from the streets
101 Animals adopted from RSDR
6 dogs re-homed after adoption
6 Animals spayed / neutered
130 Microchips placed
130 Vaccinations given
200 kgs of food consumed by our dogs per week
1 euro Our daily cost to feed one dog
1 euro Our daily cost to feed one cat
365 the number of days we care for the street dogs

PROJECTS

Spay / Neuter
PROJECTS - Spay & Neuter
Scheme

Once our shelter is established, we will
appeal for volunteer vets to help
establish a spay & neuter programme to
reduce the population in the area.
We have already had many offers from
different countries from volunteers who
would like to come and help at the
shelter/clinic for a limited time and
volunteer vets who are familiar with the
modern methods for neuter and release
which means that both male and female
dogs can be sterilized and returned to
the streets within hours and training can
be offered to local vets who are unfamiliar with spaying procedures
This would of course be done in conjunction with our local vet who is familiar
with our work and for whom we have
much respect but who
doesn’t know the procedure for
spaying bitches.
Pregnant and looking for scraps

The Forest Pups
2008. The Forest Pups – Elf, Lucy, Bracket, Odie , Rosie, and Bruno were born on the streets of the town centre.
At a day old someone moved the litter of pups to another part of town. The next day they were nowhere to be found. We
made enquiries and were told that the bin people had taken the pups to the landfill site. We went to the landfill and had heated words with the guards there before one of them showed us where the pups were.
They had been put in the nearby forest along with their mother, Lily, who was known to us. Sadly two of the pups had died in
the direct heat of the sun. We made a little hut out of sticky and branches and the next day went back with a more substantial
hut that we had made.
We visited these pups every day for six months. Eventually as they got older the group began to split and the pups started to
wander off. We never stopped looking for them.
One day we found Rosie very badly injured and made the
decision to bring her home. It took a lot of time and patience to get Rosie ready for
adoption as she had lived wild in the forest for so long and knew no other humans but
us. She is now living with her adopted family in
Holland and is very loved.
Every day we still hope the forest pups are still out
there, and will continue to look for them always.

PROJECTS - Education on Animal Welfare and Health Benefits

Education on Animal Welfare and Health Benefits:
As well as benefiting the welfare of the dogs, our work would also benefit the health, safety and welfare of the people in Rudozem, as there
would be less street dogs and any that were about would be treated
for parasites and be vaccinated.
Animal welfare in Bulgaria and particularly that of the street dogs has
now become a focus of world attention and Rudozem could only benefit by being one of the first towns to actually work with and support a
registered foundation.
We realise we cannot change attitudes over night that have been ingrained in the community for such a long time, but just by people just
knowing about RSDR and seeing what we do, it has slowly changed
some attitudes in the town. Puppies that used to be shot or beaten,
have now been left outside our gate in a box, or given to us, whilst in
the past, we know that they would have been shot or left to starve
somewhere.
This is slowly changing, but will still take time, and hopefully by just
people knowing about us, will change attitudes.
Education in the Schooling System - Once the shelter is established,
hopefully by just leading by example, we hope attitudes will slowly
change so we can start to co-ordinate volunteers from the local community as well as integrate education in the schooling system about
animal welfare on the street dogs. (maybe get schools kids involved in
volunteering at the shelter in the future).

Helping RSDR—How you can help
Our yearly operating expenses come almost exclusively
from individual private donations. We depend on your
support and generosity to keep RSDR running.

4.

Widget Fund Appeals:
We have some specific funds we are trying
to raise money for.:

There are many ways to donate to the Rudozem Street Dog
Rescue donations through our website, sponsorship of our
dogs, sending much needed goods and items, online shop,
stalls, and fundraising and promotion.

Shelter Fund
Transport Fund

Go to http://www.streetdogrescue.com/donatehelp.htm

If you would like to donate to one of these funds,
please go through our Fund Widgets on
These widgets go through paypal.

1.

5.

Online Donations

2.

Paypal: You can donate as much or as little as you
would like safely and free with the paypal button on
the website.
Direct Deposit:
Bulgarian Bank account:
Bank Name:
DSK BankAccount
Name: Rudozem Street Dog Rescue
IBAN BG55STSA93000016929092
BIC STSABGSF

3.

Dutch Bank Account
If you would like to donate through a dutch bank
account, you can through Animal Aid on Crete and
reference RSDR, please go to the Holland Website
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/nl/donate.html for
the Bank Account details.

Online Shop:
If you would like to donate towards a dogs
neutering / vaccinations, puppy milk or for
Advocate (worm / flea treament) you
can purchase this through our online shop
http://www.streetdogrescueshop.com/

Other items of RSDR merchandise can also be
purchased from our online shop and all profits will
go towards the care of the street dogs at RSDR.
Update: Our new dutch website is
www.rsdrnederland.nl

New Branch in Veliko Turnovo
13 September 2010 - A lovely man by the name of Sean Austin,
has offered RSDR the use of his house and outbuildings in another part
of Bulgaria as he is currently in Africa and has said we can use the
house as long as we need it.
The house is in a residential area and will still be owned by Sean Austin
and is on loan to the RSDR.
After giving it some thought we decided it would be possible to operate
it as another Branch of RSDR.
The residential house is situated in the middle of Bulgaria in Veliko Turnovo
and is about a 7 hour drive from Rudozem.

A. Rudozem

B. Veliko Turnovo

Kerry Rowles, daughter of Diane & Tony Rowles and her partner Kosta Chakurov will run the new branch.
Kerry & Kosta are hoping to be able to make contact with a vet in the area, who is capable of spaying bitches and who can also do the rabies blood testing,
which would make UK adoptions possible. At this current time, the vet in Rudozem doesn't spay bitches, and does not have the facilities for rabies blood testing
so adoptions to countries like the UK, Norway and Sweden have not been possible. We hope if we can, we can send some of the dogs from Rudozem to stay
in VT for 6 months after the blood testing so they can go to the UK. We are very grateful to Sean for the use of his house and cannot thank him enough.
(**Update July 2011 -- Please note that the VT Branch is now closed. To read why the branch closed, please go to the following link or the June/July 2011 Newsletters.)

Helping RSDR—How you can help


How you can Help.
If you would like to send a parcel of much needed goods, please send to the
below address in Bulgaria.

The Address for the Main Branch in Rudozem
Diane and Tony Rowles
12 Minen Technikum,
Rudozem,
obn Smolian,
Bulgaria, 4960
On the below link is list of items, we are most in need of.
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/donatehelp.htm

Instructions for sending Parcels to Bulgaria


Please state somewhere on the parcel as "gift" and put the value of
the parcel under 10.00 euros (or whatever your currency is) on the
customs form you fill out.



The reason why we need to put the value quite low, is because if the
value of the parcel is high, it will be stopped in Customs in the capital
Sofia. The family would then have to drive over 8-9 hours distance to
pick it up and would also then have to pay a customs tax. By having
the value quite low and marked somewhere on the parcel as "gift", it
will go straight to their address.

Please also put your email address / details inside the parcel so we can
contact you letting you know the parcel has arrived safely.

For UK supporters
If you would like to send items for collection, we have a storage point in the UK so
our Pet transport company, can collect items donated before
driving to Bulgaria for adoptions. Each adoption trip will be every 2-3 months.
If you would like to send any items to our Collection Point please email
streetdogrescue@gmail.com for address.

Barney
We first heard of Barney when Luke (our youngest son) saw a lady throwing
stones at an old dog. Luke shouted at her and went to check the dog. The dog
was Barney. He was very thin and going blind and his teeth were all broken. He
took pictures of him and then came and told us about him. Despite us looking for
him, it was a month later before we spotted Barney , on the other side of the
town centre.
We tried giving him food and attention but it was almost as though he had given
up. He showed no emotion at all. After weeks of stopping and talking to him every day, he did start to pay attention and accept a bit of food. We noticed that he
was also losing the sight in his other eye which meant that he wouldn’t have
much chance of surviving on the streets.
We decided to bring him home. We were very careful as we didn’t know how he would react to having a collar and lead put on , especially with him being partially sighted. However as soon as we got the collar on him, he went straight to the back of the van, put his
front paws on it and waited to be picked up and put inside. It was almost as if he was saying “come on, take me home”.
Barney is now a permanent resident. He has put weight on and is much stronger. He is very loving and affectionate. He has his own pen and kennel in his favourite spot under the grapevine.
He might not be able to see much but he is happy with his life now.

Online Shop / Stalls
If you would like to donate towards a dogs
neutering / vaccinations, puppy milk or for Advocate (worm /
flea treatment) you can purchase this through our online shop
http://www.streetdogrescueshop.com/
Other items of RSDR merchandise can also be purchased from
our online shop and all profits will go towards the care of the
street dogs at RSDR.
If you would like to hold your own stall for RSDR, or help
RSDR UK with stalls or promotion in the UK
please email streetdogrescue@gmail.com

Media / Promotion
If you would like to help the promotion of RSDR, please email streetdogrescue@gmail.com
To download our current media release:
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/media.htm
To download posters and banners:
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/downloads.htm
To download Video Documentary on RSDR:
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/apps/videos/channels/show/2291585-documentaries

Tallulah
27 April, 2008 Tallulah's story The main rule for a street dog to survive in Bulgaria,
must be "keep a low profile" to avoid kicking’s and beatings. The last thing you should
do is sit in the town centre at night, nose at the moon and howl, or go up to strangers,
tail wagging and roll over thinking you might get a bit of love. In most cases all you will
get is a kick. Meet Tallulah..... I'd heard about this very young dog and her suicidal behaviour as Kerry (my daughter) had seen her a number of times, when she was out on
the town. I told Kerry, not to fuss her or encourage her as we couldn't take in any
more dogs. I felt bad as the pup obviously wasn't very streetwise so was destined for a
short and unhappy life.
Weeks later the boys were playing with Foxy, in the field across from the house and I
noticed another dog with them that I hadn't seen before. They said she hadn't followed them and that she must be Foxy's friend. Then Kerry arrives on the scene. The
dog obviously recognised her and was beside herself with joy. They all spent the afternoon playing in the sun. Evening came and also the rain. The kids and Foxy all came in
and the gate was closed behind them. If we thought she would go back where she
came from, we were mistaken.
She was crying and scratching to get in the gate. Once again drawing attention to herself which isn't a wise idea. We then had
two choices. Either leave her there, knowing there’s a good chance one of the neighbours will do something unpleasant to get rid
of her, or let her in. She hasn't left since that day. U
Update 2009 - Tallulah has now been adopted and has a loving family that spoils her like a princess.

Fundraising / Auctions

If you would like to fundraise for RSDR, and create
your own fundraising event, please fill out the
application form on our website at:
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/
fundraiseforus.htm
We will then send you a RSDR Fundraising Kit and
Authorisation Letter from RSDR for
your event. We will also set up your own fundraising page, so you can get people to sponsor you direct. There are so many ways you can raise money. We have thought of a few on our website, but
we are sure you can come up with some more fun
and exciting ones!

Raffles

Thank you to all those that donated items for our Raffles in 2009 and 2010

Koontz
Koontz was found in a bad way in the snow on December 12, 2009. He
was hypothermic, was covered in an extreme festation of fleas, and his
gums were very pale. We believed he was anaemic and had a bad case
of worm infestation. After taking him home, RSDR treated him for fleas
& worms, and got him warm. He wouldn't eat solid foods to start with,
but did like the puppy milk.
We believed he wasn't used to solid foods and only been fed from his
mother. Koontz was about 5-6 weeks old when he was found, so we
believe his birthday is in Late October.

Koontz was named after Author Dean Koontz, who donated signed copies of his books to RSDR last
year.
Koontz resided by RSDR for the next two months recuperating. RSDR worked on bringing him back to health, teaching him to
socalize with other dogs and relate to human affection. They also
gave him all the necessary vaccinations, as well as a passport and
microchip, in order to assure for him a healthy and secure life in his
future adopted home.
Koontz was adopted by a lovely couple in February 2010, and was
RSDR's first dog adopted in
Germany.

2009 Financial Report
1 April 2009 to 31 December 2009
Financial Statement For 2009
Currency in
Levs
Expenses

Income

Opening
Balance
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2437.77
3867.23
902.76
4481.93
729.82
7401.37
3940.79
5065.18
4226.98
5103.27
Total Expenses

TOTALS
Closing
Balance

Balance

35719.33

4041.05
1836.45
2942.04
3416.21
9542.66
6890.68
7178.64
6273.52
7789.04

2611.59
3545.28
2005.39
4691.78
6833.07
9783.15
11896.61
13943.15
16628.92

Total Income

49910.29

Levs Currency

16628.92

2010 Financial Report
1 January 2010 to 31 December 2010
Financial Statement For 2010

Yearly Income

Currency in
Levs
Expenses

Income

Opening
Balance
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Balance

9%

26%

Sponsor a dog
donations

Individual Donations

16628.92
8112.21
1396.19
2557.72
7299.20
4288.31
7247.30
6779.76
2185.57
6733.43
4976.22
5380.02
84730.20

Total Expenses

6149.18
5030.14
5587.42
8165.51
6606.73
7224.74
6090.63
8986.45
7361.96
10207.41
36152.25
29952.09

14665.89
18299.84
21329.54
22195.85
24514.27
24491.71
23802.58
30603.46
31231.99
36463.18
67235.41
12457.30

Total Income

TOTALS
141686.13

Closing
Balance

7%

137514.51
Levs Currency

12457.30

58%

Shop Income

Event Fundraising

This annual report is available on our website at:
www.streetdogrescue.com
The Annual reports available on our website, are prepared in English and are to help
show our supporters what funds donated go towards. Please note: The accounts in
English are not our official accounts and are based on currency conversion at the time
of doing the annual report. All official accounts are in Bulgarian, in the currency of
Bulgarian Leva and approved and certified by the accountant in Bulgaria.
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